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BoxRobotix delivers a disruptively more efficient solution for the last mile 
delivery segment.  

The disruption BoxRobotix delivers is based on a Sustainability and Eco vision of reinventing 
both a low capex localized geographic network centric production platform requiring less travel 
and movement of goods combined with a recyclable material use. In addition, the approach is 
based on leveraging an existing scalable automotive production eco system enabling a short 
TTM for immediate adoption and impact with an active access to the evolving adoption of new 
grid and mobility technologies. For this document we would like to focus specifically on the last 
mile package delivery technology BoxRobotix will provide with an emphasis on the GHG 
footprint where a comparison is made with current and other solutions in the market today.  

The BoxRobotix efficiency manifests itself  in two ways: 

1) Cost per package delivered; 
2) Greenhouse Gas (GHG) footprint per package delivered.  

 

 

 
 

 
Today’s package delivery solutions are primarily utilizing antiquated methods that are not much 
different than what was utilized 100 years ago. Delivery vans consist of a large walk aisle in the 
middle of the cargo bay causing an underutilization of transport volume by over 50%. By 
contrast, the BoxRobotix patent pending solutions enable carrying over 200% more parcels 
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compared to the antiquated existing solutions. The BoxRobotix platform results in a drastic 
reduction (typically over 40%) in the number of vehicles required in every fleet. Accordingly, a 
significantly lower GHG footprint is associated with this drastic fleet vehicle reduction resulting 
in a tremendous elimination of CO2. 
 
The BoxRobotix cargo bay is made from a lightweight recyclable composite sandwich 
construction. For this construction method, it is preferable to have perfectly flat surfaces since 

the inherently strong structure does not need the 
ridges typically required in stamped steel structures. 
The BoxRobotix flat roof is ideal for incorporating 
solar panels to enable vehicle charging with 
essentially zero emissions giving eco and sustainability 
benefits. While the on-board panels are not sufficient 
to provide all the required energy for a commercial 
vehicle, nonetheless, it does amplify the already 
significant advantages. Our customers can also add 
solar panels above the vehicle parking lots such that 

the solar power collection is both at the vehicle as well as at the parking level.  The combination 
results in 100% solar charging of the vehicles with essentially zero GHG emissions for years to 
come. 
 
The status quo as we know it and have accepted today with a commonly used class 4 Diesel 
delivery, has a GHG footprint of 1,015 grams of CO2 per package. This figure is shockingly high 
considering many of the parcels themselves weigh less than 1,015 grams. As people become 
aware of this the per package CO2 contribution it will become an issue with many of the e-
commerce customers.  

This significant GHG footprint associated with last mile delivery is a result of 
several factors:  

1. Current delivery vehicles are antiquated and inefficient. They typically have a gross 
vehicle rating of 19,600 or 24,000 lbs. Yet these antiquated vehicles are used to only 
move 250 to 300 packages per day that collectively weigh a total of 2,000 to 2,500 lbs. 
In other words, by far most of the energy is expended to move the vehicle mass rather 
than to move the actual cargo mass. Furthermore, as previously covered, the volumetric 
efficiency is dismal because there is more cubic feet of air being transported than there 
is cubic feet of actual cargo. The ratio cannot be justified with our current CO2 
considerations, regulations and climate concerns. 

 
2. As commercial vehicles, these cargo vans drive more miles per year than most personal 

vehicles. In fact, typical annual miles driven can range from 30,000 to 40,000 miles or 
roughly 300% to 400% more compared to passenger vehicles. What amplifies the CO2 
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impact is that the majority of the miles are driven in a slow speed, stop and go traffic 
pattern typically associated with a delivery drive cycle. Most of the energy is expended 
at the acceleration moment from a full stop position.  100% of the kinetic energy is 
wasted when the vehicle makes one of the frequent stops. The driving pattern of the 
delivery drive cycle can be regarded as the least efficient use of an already extremely 
inefficient vehicle. Since over 99% of the fleets are either Diesel or Gasoline, the GHG 
footprint is more than significant. The average mileage of a delivery vehicle is a dismal 
7.2 Miles per gallon and at times even less. This efficiency is less than 25% of the 
efficiency of a typical mid-size passenger vehicle.   
 

3. The fleets are typically deployed for a period of 15 years, hence they operate on an 
outdated inefficient technology where the efficiency has further deteriorated with age 
from a traditional high pollution base.  

 

BoxRobotix addresses all  these shortcomings of the status quo as follows: 

1. The BoxRobotix equipped vehicle has a volumetric efficiency, which is more than double 
compared to what is used in fleets today. Hence the available space is optimally utilized 
for the same size vehicle. We move more than double the cargo package mass and we 
move a lot less dead weight (ie the vehicle weight itself). Our vehicles have a weight 
rating of 9,900 lb. or 14,900 lb. which is double that rating for the traditional vehicles in 
the market today. More impactful is that only one of the BoxRobotix vehicles can ship 
twice as many packages despite the much smaller GHG footprint.  

 
2. BoxRobotix reduces the number of miles driven compared to the status quo. Today, the 

warehouses are typically located outside the urban areas and located in industrial areas 
where land is more readily available and warehouse cost and rents are lower. These 
areas are away from the urban areas where the actual deliveries need to be made. 
Hence with BoxRobotix, the trips to and from the warehouse to the delivery area are cut 
in half because only half as many vehicles are needed. The portion we cut in half, ie the 
higher speed, few stops, is the least efficient portion for electric vehicles. For Electric 
Vans, the typical slow speed, stop and go driving pattern of delivery vehicles is actually 
the most efficient operating region. This is because as the vehicle makes one of the 
frequent stops, we recapture the majority of the energy (typically 80%+ is recaptured). 
In a diesel vehicle 100% of the kinetic energy is lost when stopping, whereas in a 
BoxRobotix van less than 20% of the kinetic energy is lost when stopping. As a result, 
with BoxRobotix, only 500 W-Hr is used to move one mile whereas a ~5,600 W-Hr 
equivalent is spent with a diesel-powered vehicle.   

 
3. As an added benefit to the BoxRobotix low capex production approach using existing 

OEM and Tier 1 platforms our electric drivetrains are always in sync with the latest 
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scalable and production ready technologies and can adapt as such. With Electric 
propulsion, we achieve an efficiency in the 95% range vs. efficiency in the 20-25% range 
for Diesel powered vehicles in the delivery drive cycle.  

 
 

 
4. With the optional rooftop solar panels occupying 12 sq. meters on a flat and clear roof, 

each vehicle can collect roughly 75 KW-Hr per week of energy (assuming an average of 
only 4 hours of sunshine per day, year-round). This is sufficient to propel the vehicle for 
150 miles each week. In other words, roughly 30% of the energy used by the vehicle is 
derived directly from the sun and translates to zero GHG emissions. While the remaining 
70% is charged from the grid, the GHG footprint is considerably smaller than any other 
alternative.  

 
The grid itself is getting cleaner and hence BoxRobotix will further benefit from an even smaller 
GHG footprint as that transition occurs. In California where the Grid is considered cleaner than 
average, 240 grams of CO2 is emitted per KW-Hr. Hence driving one mile emits roughly 120 
grams of CO2. However, even if the vehicles are deployed in areas that still rely on Coal in the 
grid, (for example Kentucky, one of the dirtiest grids in the US), the GHG footprint is reduced 
with BoxRobotix.    
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California Grid    Kentucky Grid 

                 
 

 
Although California is a good example of where future grids are heading, it is by no means the 
cleanest grid. In fact, California does not make it to the top 10 states, many of which are already 
converted to a 100% renewable grid. The chart below shows that many states are above 80% 
renewable and several already at the 100% level. This migration to a cleaner grid will mean an 
even smaller GHG footprint with BoxRobotix now and well into the future.    

 

      
 

 
When all these factors are taken into consideration, the GHG impact of each BoxRobotix van is 
profound. BoxRobotix is the absolute lowest GHG footprint for the scale level delivery of 
packages in any global geographic location and on any grid. A single BoxRobotix equipped class 
2 vehicle can replace nearly two class 4 diesel delivery vehicles, which emit roughly 70 Tons of 
CO2 each (~ 140 Tons in total). This means that a single van deployed is equivalent to removing 
20 to 30 gasoline or diesel passenger vehicles from the road every year. If you consider that 
globally, we now deploy around 1 million vehicles for last mile delivery, it becomes clear that 
BoxRobotix can make a more than significant impact on the global emissions of CO2. Over the 
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next 5 years, last mile deliveries are forecasted to double from current rates. The world simply 
cannot afford to duplicate the absurd level of pollution of the status quo last mile logistics 
solutions.    
 

Finally,  we must discuss economics.  

Cost is one of the main hurdles delaying the deployment of electric last mile delivery. Shipping 
companies are under tremendous pressure to reduce the cost per package delivered. To date, 
the migration to cleaner solutions with a lower GHG footprint, has come with a premium price 
tag that increased their costs significantly. Inasmuch, such deployment has been limited to 
small regional and technology proof experiments. By contrast, BoxRobotix, instead of increasing 
costs, actually offers fleet operators instant and significant savings both in terms of capital 
expenses and the reoccurring operating expenses. Therefore, the BoxRobotix solution is a 
catalyst for the adoption of electric vehicles in fleets because it solves their economic problems 
as well as their ecological problems. 
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Conclusion:  

BoxRobotix is the most ecological and financially sound solution for the exploding 
last mile delivery segment that is disproportionately contributing to the global 
GHG problem.  
 
Visit us on our website for more information: www.BoxRobotix.com 
 


